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For generations, children and grown-ups alike have been captivated by the 
Winnie the Pooh books featuring the tales of a honey-loving bear and his 

Hundred Acre Wood friends; Piglet, Tigger and Eeyore. But did you know that the 
setting is based on Ashdown Forest, home of Ashdown Park Hotel? The author, 
A.A. Milne, had a weekend retreat at nearby Cotchford Farm and it was his son, 
Christopher Robin’s adventures in that forest which inspired the stories (including 
the popular river game of Poohsticks).

Yet A.A. Milne wasn’t the only famous children’s author with connections to 
Sussex. Eastbourne, location of The Grand Hotel, was also home to one of the most 
popular children’s authors of all time — Noel Streatfeild. Known for her classics 
such as Ballet Shoes, Skating Shoes and Theatre Shoes, Streatfeild loved to read by 
the side of the cliffs as a young girl. Her memoir, A Vicarage Family, describes her 
childhood in this seaside town.

Hertfordshire, on the doorstep of Luton Hoo Hotel, is the setting for one of 
the most popular novels of all time — Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice. Although 
Meryton, the market town that the novel is set in, is fictional, many people believe 
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ENGLAND IS  
A STORY BOOK
As well as spawning countless myths, legends 
and fairy tales, many of England’s magical 
counties have also inspired some amazing 
novels too. From the forests of East Sussex, 
to the rolling greenery of Hampshire, to the 
Yorkshire Moors, England’s landscapes have 
provided rich fodder for some truly timeless 
tales. Here are some of our favourites…



that it is based on either Hertford 
or Ware. She also took inspiration 
from her hometown of Hampshire, 
home of Tylney Hall. Jane and her 
family lived at her brothers’ estate 
in Chawton village. It was this small 
town that provided her with the 
perfect backdrop for some of her 
other most well-loved novels such as: 
Emma, Mansfield Park and Sense and 
Sensibility.

J.R.R. Tolkien was another author 
who took inspiration from the quiet 
grandeur of the English countryside. 
Although both The Hobbit and The 
Lord of the Rings describes a fantasy 
realm of dragons, elves and orcs, the 
hobbit homeland of The Shire was 
based on a place much closer to home. 
Specifically, a peaceful mill village 
called Sarehole on the River Cole in 
Warwickshire, where Tolkien lived for 
a period as a child. 

Hampshire, the home of Tylney 
Hall Hotel, was the inspiration behind 
Watership Down by Richard Adams. 
This epic tale is about rabbits evicted 
from their warren and having to find a 
new home. Many people don’t realise 
that Watership Down is actually a real 

hill in Hampshire. This lovely spot can 
be found near to Ecchinswell village 
and offers remarkable views over the 
North Wessex Downs.

Further north, the Yorkshire Moors 
served as a strange, wild muse to the 
Brontë sisters for many years. From 
their home in Haworth Parsonage, 
the three sisters — Charlotte, Emily 
and Anne — wrote searing novels 
of passion and loss. Some of the 
most notable of these are Jane Eyre, 
Wuthering Heights and The Tenant of 
Wildfell Hall. Although the lives of the 
sisters were restricted in many ways, 
their imaginations were boundless 
and the rugged Moors created a 
perfect canvas for their stories.

These are a few examples of some 
of the famous novels inspired by 
England’s landscapes. So the next 
time you are strolling through the 
forest at dusk, keep an eye out for a 
hungry little bear in search of honey 
or listen out for a hobbit whistling a 
song contentedly to himself.
—
Haworth photo credit: Visit Bradford 
Sarehole Mill photo credit:  
Birmingham Museums Trust

As I pen this introduction I do 
so with an element of reflection 
and optimism for the future. With 
Ashdown Park celebrating its 
Silver Anniversary this autumn 
it hardly seems possible that 
25 years have passed since I 
opened the hotel as General 
Manager. In the intervening years 
governments, trends and fashions 
have come and gone and Elite 
Hotels has grown to a family of 
four distinguished hotels, with 
the youngest member Luton Hoo 
Park Hotel celebrating its 10th 
Anniversary.  

During this time the hotel 
industry has evolved too, with 
expectations of today’s traveller 
ever more exacting, albeit I am 
pleased to say the yearning for 
classical hospitality remains 
as strong as ever. Elite Hotels 
are fortunate to have a large 
complement of long serving staff 
with some 273 personnel having 
five or more years service. Back 
in August a garden party was 
held at Ashdown Park for these 
team members who have served 
the Company for many years and 
who make Elite Hotels the special 
company it is today. Please see 
centre spread for some wonderful 
images of the celebrations.  

Looking to the future, 
refreshing the hotels for 
tomorrow’s guests remains 
our key focus in ensuring a 
prosperous future for the Group.  
A programme of refurbishment 
and restoration will continue 
at a pace this winter and in the 
coming years. I shall look forward 
to sharing our plans as they 
evolve.

In the meantime, please enjoy 
this edition of Insight and I take 
this opportunity to thank the 
many guests who have supported 
Ashdown Park Hotel and indeed 
Elite Hotels over the years and 
continue to do so.

With best wishes 

Mr. Graeme Bateman FIH MI, 
Managing Director, Elite Hotels
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INSIGHT

OUT AND ABOUT

Open all year round this is the 
perfect area to watch the seasons 
change, from the comfort of a 
warm armchair and optional 
warm beverage! The advantage of 
being inside means that you are 
covered from the elements and with 
phenomenal south facing views 
overlooking the putting lawn, you 
can watch the sun rise and sunset, 
come rain or shine.  

This cosy hidden gem serves 
as a walkway between the Princes 
Room and The Mirabelle Restaurant, 
however this does not detract from 
its unique position in the hotel, 
with alcoves throughout, this is the 

perfect place to conduct private 
business or simply find a little quiet 
time in your own busy day. 

In line with the magnificent 
setting of The Grand Hotel, the 
grandeur of the concourse is 
stunning with high pillars and 
beautiful drapes but do be warned, 
this can prove a little too cosy for 
some and over the years we have 
noticed a few closed eyelids but 
don’t worry we won’t tell anyone! 

To remind yourselves of our 
previous hideaway spots visit our 
latest blog: www.elitehotels.co.uk/
quest-calm-ultimate-edition.

OUT AND ABOUT FOOD & DRINK

AFTERNOON TEA  
TO ENJOY BY THE FIRE

Tucked away between reception and The 
Garden Restaurant sits the Concourse, a 
mini lounge in itself which is the perfect 
hide away spot to find a place of calm. 

Haworth, the inspiration behind some of the Bronte sisters novels

J.R.R Tolkien took inspiration from Sarehole Mill 

QUEST OF CALM

THE GRAND  
HOTEL

AFTERNOON TEA FOR EVERYONE

ATOMIC CHAMPAGNE 
COCKTAIL
You can’t beat a classic 
Champagne cocktail. Except, 
perhaps, when it’s time to amp 
up the tipsiness factor by adding 
a splash of vodka… 

Ingredients:

1 1/2 oz. Champagne
1 1/2 oz. brandy
1 1/2 oz. vodka
1 tsp. sherry

Stir the vodka, brandy and 
sherry together with ice, then 
strain into a cocktail glass and 
add the Champagne. Chin, chin.

FRENCH 75
A stylish and sophisticated 
variation on the pre-dinner glass 
of fizz, this is perfect for those 
gatherings where you want to 
impress.

Ingredients:

5 oz. Champagne
2 oz. London dry gin
1/2 oz. lemon juice
1 tsp. superfine sugar
5 oz. Champagne

Shake the gin, lemon juice and 
sugar together with ice. Strain 
into a long glass half-filled 
with ice and top up with the 
Champagne.

AMARETTO FIZZ
With its warm and sweet 
marzipan notes, Amaretto is  
the perfect flavour for the colder 
months. Add some bubbles  
and the almond-based Italian 
classic suddenly becomes  
rather playful. 

Ingredients: 

Bottle of Prosecco
200ml Disaronno
300ml orange juice
Strip of orange zest

Mix the Disaronno with the 
orange juice and Prosecco. Add a 
strip of zest to eight Champagne 
flutes then pour in the cocktail.

FIZZY COCKTAILS FOR A SPARKLING WINTER 
Whether it’s Christmas, New Year or just an excuse to enjoy a little 
tipple, winter is definitely the time for fizz. So we’ve put together a few 
fizzy cocktail ideas to help you get the party started…

CHEF’S SECRET 
GUILTY PLEASURES 
You might imagine that gourmet chefs 
eat nothing but the finest partridge wing 
drizzled in Tibetan truffle oil, the truth 
is that most of them have a secret guilty 
food pleasure or two. 

From fish finger sandwiches to 
childhood ice cream treats, we got the 
lowdown on the favourite comfort foods 
of our Elite chefs…

MARK RAINBOW 
Head Pastry Chef at Luton Hoo

I have to admit that when I get back 
from work late in the evening, I love 
a fish finger sandwich or a chip butty. 
Delicious. I am also a huge fan of Monster 
Munch crisps as they take me back to my 
childhood in an instant. 

ALEX FLOYD
Head Pastry Chef at Ashdown Park Hotel

My guilty pleasure would be nachos, 
they are so simple and quick to make. You 
can add so many different toppings too, 
like chilli and cheese. It makes a different 
snack every time. 

KEITH MITCHELL
Executive Head Chef at The Grand Hotel 

My guilty pleasure has to be a classic 
bacon sarnie. Yum.

MIKE LLOYD
Executive Chef at Tylney Hall  
Hotel & Gardens

I can’t actually think of a guilty 
pleasure as such but I am guilty of 
spending far too much time in the 
kitchen at home, where I make my own 
bread. I suppose my one naughty vice 
would be the occasional ice lolly.

STEPHANIE MALVOISIN
Head Chef – Mirabelle Restaurant at 
The Grand Hotel 

My guilty pleasure has to be a toasted 
baguette with jam. I could literally eat it at 
any time of the day or night. 

ANDREW WILSON
Executive Chef at Ashdown Park Hotel 

My guilty pleasure would be ice cream 
and wine gums as it takes me back to my 
childhood. I love the different textures of 
the hard wine gums mixed together with 
the melting ice cream. Yum.

So there you have it — when not 
debating the finer points of foie gras, 
Elite chefs can be found sneakily 
wolfing down ice lollies and bacon 
butties. Hopefully this will now 
encourage you to embrace your own 
guilty food pleasures without apology. 
You only live once, after all. 

Visit our hotel websites to book a table 
for your next dining experience. 

Pick up our latest Calendar of Events at reception. 

Autumn Choice
Name: Jazz Afternoon Tea 
Hotel: Available at Tylney Hall 
More Details: Held in the baronial Tylney 
Suite, on selected Sundays throughout the year, 
guests can enjoy Traditional Afternoon Tea with 
soothing jazz entertainment. 

Price: £36.00 per person 

Winter Choice
Name: Festive Afternoon Tea 
Hotel: Available across all four Elite Hotels
More Details: Imagine it now; cold December, 
sinking into a large luxurious armchair next to 
the crackling of a real log fire while enjoying a 
festive Afternoon Tea.

Price: From £26.00 per person 

Traditional Afternoon Tea
Sometimes you cannot beat a classic…Traditional Afternoon Tea. 

Available at all Elite hotels.

Gluten Free 
There is an option for our Gluten Free guests who can still  
enjoy our delicious, classic Afternoon Tea Gluten Free. 

Available at all Elite hotels. 

Children Afternoon Tea
Treat the whole family to an afternoon tea, little ones can  
enjoy Milkshakes, Chocolate Spread Sandwiches and Jellies  
with our Child Friendly Afternoon Tea. 

Available at all Elite hotels. 

Pooh Afternoon Tea
This special, celebrate the home of Pooh and his friends  
with Ashdown Park Hotel’s special Winnie the Pooh  
Bear themed afternoon tea. 

 Available at Ashdown Park all year round.

Champagne Afternoon Tea
Add an extra bit of sparkle to your Traditional  
Afternoon Tea with a glass of Fizz, to celebrate that  
extra special occasion.

Available at all Elite hotels.



THROWING CONFETTI

Tossing coloured paper over the newly wed couple as they 
leave the ceremony is now common practice which dates back 
to the Pagan traditions of throwing rice at newlyweds. Rice was 
seen a symbol of fertility and it wasn’t until the Victorian era 
that this changed to using paper instead. 

FATHER OF THE BRIDE TOAST
This ritual dates back to old ancient times, when warring tribes 
would create a truce by arranging a marriage between the 
children of their leaders. At the wedding feast, it was traditional 
for the bride’s father to take a sip from the shared pitcher as a 
way of proving to the rival tribe that it wasn’t poisoned. 

TOSSING THE BOUQUET
Built on the ancient practice of female wedding guests tearing off 
pieces of the bride’s dress for good luck. Thankfully, the tossing 
of the bouquet has gradually replaced this tradition. 
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WHITE WEDDINGS
A winter wedding instantly conjures up 
the picture perfect image of a couple stood 
surrounded by beautiful scenery, covered in 
crisp, white snow. 

Winter photography adds a magical touch 
to your special day, however, should the snow not 
fall, fear not, a slight frost misted across historic 
lawns can still look beautiful. In the evening 
darker skies provide a beautiful backdrop for 
candles, sparklers or even fireworks.

PRICE & 
AVAILABILITY  

Although becoming more and more popular, 
the autumn/winter season gives you much 
more choice. Weekends in summer are 
extremely popular and can be booked years in 
advance, with winter this is simply not the case 
(yet). The cost associated with a wedding can 
be significant during peak season so by booking 
‘off season’ couples are able to spread their 
money further.  

DECORATIONS  
Decorations are a key feature of any wedding 
and the festive period lends itself perfectly to 
your big day. Winter is the perfect season to 

It is easy to see why so many couples 
opt for a winter wedding, to discuss your 
winter wedding at Elite Hotels please 
visit our website or contact our dedicated 
wedding co-ordinators.

Winter weddings have grown 
in popularity over the last few 
years and across the Elite Hotels 
group we have seen a surge 
in enquiries from brides and 
grooms asking about weddings 
in the cooler months. Is it true 
what they say? Is winter really 
the most wonderful time of 
the year – for a wedding?  We 
explore the rising trend of winter 
weddings and the reasons why 
couples are choosing to pick 
colder seasons. 

experiment with darker colour themes such as 
red, black and purple. As well as veering away 
from the traditional pastel colours of summer, 
winter essentials such as wellies and shawls can 
be personalised and also offer some amazing 
and unique photograph opportunities, picture 
bridesmaids curled up in front of the fire with 
personalised socks. 

Embracing the darker colours, Hannah 
& Sean opted for a burgundy lace theme for 
the bridesmaids and added a quirky touch of 
snow boots for outdoor photography. They 
also made use of the Christmas decorations 
already on display at Ashdown Park “Sean and 
I love Christmas and we knew as soon as we 
got engaged that we wanted a winter wedding 
which included beautiful Christmas trees, which 
Ashdown Park had!”

FOOD 
No winter wedding list would be complete 
without the mention of food. Warm, comfort 

foods such as Traditional Christmas Fayre 
can be excellent and well received on a winter 
wedding menu, coupled with the traditional 
mulled wine. 

Food also makes wonderful wedding 
favours such as decorated ginger bread 
snowflakes or hearts and hot chocolate kits.

ADDED ROMANCE
Whether it’s the festive cheer, darker nights 
or roaring fires, there is something very 
romantic about a winters evening. At Elite 
Hotels we are lucky enough to have beautiful, 
historic buildings which come alive during the 
winter months. This was the scene just before 
Christmas at The Grand Hotel, who hosted 

the wedding of Mr & Mrs Munn on the 22nd 
December 2017. The couple extended their stay 
and took advantage of the winter season by 
booking a Christmas package break for their 

‘Something old, something new, something borrowed and 
something blue’. This rhyming list might seem rather 

random on the surface, but each item symbolises something 
positive for the couple. ‘Old’ represents the past and staying 
connected to your family, while ‘new’ represents a hopeful new 
future. The ‘borrowed’ item was originally meant to be lent 
by a happily married woman, in the hope that her good luck 
would be passed on to the bride. Finally, the ‘blue’ represents 
purity, love and fidelity. Many may not know of the hidden 
verse in this rhyme, which used to contain a fifth item — ‘ 
and a silver sixpence in her shoe’ — this is linked to prosperity 
and fortune. 

WEDDING RINGS

It is an age old tradition that the happy couple will exchange 
rings along with their vows on the big day but what is the 
deeper symbolic significance of the ring? Firstly, as rings are 
circular, they represent eternity and the hope that the love 
will last forever. Yet why does the ring have to be worn on the 
fourth finger of the left hand? It is said that in ancient times, 
people believed that this finger contained a special ‘vein of 
love’ that led straight to the heart (in actual fact, all fingers  
have this vein but let’s not spoil this romantic illusion). 

Planning your own special day? Our Classic English 
country house hotels are the perfect setting for your big 
day. Book an appointment with one of our wedding co-
ordinators today.

Gold rings and blue garters, colourful confetti and pristine white cakes. We tend to take 
our popular wedding traditions for granted. But behind every ritual and superstition, 
lies a fascinating story…

BORROWED & BLUE

W E D D I N G  S H O W C A S E S 

L U T O N  H O O  H O T E L
Sunday 3rd March

T H E  G R A N D  H O T E L  
Sunday 17th March

A S H D O W N  P A R K  H O T E L
Friday 25th January & Sunday 24th March

T Y L N E Y  H A L L  H O T E L
Sunday 21st January

WINTER WEDDING 
WONDERLAND

“We chose Ashdown Park for many 
reasons that are really in keeping 
with the theme of our wedding, 
which was a winters fairy-tale.”

“We wanted a winter wedding 
which included beautiful 
Christmas trees, which  
Ashdown Park had!”

honeymoon. Fast forward a year later and they 
are set to return over Christmas once again, for 
their 1 year anniversary. 

Couple Hannah and Sean Poor were married 
at Ashdown Park Hotel last winter and chose 
the venue to host their dream winter wedding. 
Hannah explains “we chose Ashdown Park 
for many reasons that are really in keeping 
with the theme of our wedding, which was a 
winters fairy-tale. Ashdown Forest is the forest 
that inspired Winnie the Pooh, we therefore can 
treasure the fact that our wedding reception 
was set in the magical forests that inspired one 
of our favourite stories.”   
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Visit our blog: www.elitehotels.co.uk/top-spa-trends-2019

SEE OUR TOP SPA  
TIPS OF 2019

With the exciting introduction of OPI 
nail varnishes to Ashdown Park Hotel 

& Country Club treatment menu, we take a 
look back at the history of the manicure and 
pedicure and how it became such a popular 
treatment choice.

The terms “manicure” and “pedicure” come 
from Latin origin, ‘Manus’ meaning hand, 
‘Pedis’ meaning foot and ‘cura’ meaning care, 
this has now become common terminology 
used for the cosmetic beauty treatments we 
know today. 

Manicures and pedicures date back to 1781 
BC where Babylonian men used Kohl to colour 
in their nails to signify class status. The upper 
class would wear black, while the lower classes 
painted their nails green. 

This process evolved and during Egyptian 
times Cleopatra and Queen Nefertiti painted 
their nails with Henna, whilst red became the 
popular colour of the time. It is interesting to 
note that during the early rise of the manicure 
both men and women would paint their nails. 
Egyptian Pharos would be given a manicure 
during the mummification period. This would 
serve as a strong symbol of their status as they 
entered into the afterlife. 

Popular culture in the 20th Century saw the 
shift of manicures and pedicures from signs 
of wealth or status to a general social activity, 

enjoyed by the masses. The first U.S nail salon 
opened in 1878 and in 1920 the first nail lacquer 
was born. Growing ever more popular, nail 
varnish sales surpassed the sales of lipstick for 
the first time in 2013 and today the popular 
market boasts a variety of different colours, 
stencils, tools and styles. 

There are huge health benefits associated 
with regular manicures and pedicures such as 
improved health of nails, stress reduction and 
improved blood circulation (when massage 
accompanies the nail care). Both treatments are 
popular choices at our Spa and Health Clubs 
with the therapists ranking them within the top 
5 treatments that are requested on a daily basis.

OPI is already in use at the spa in Luton 
Hoo, whereas The Grand Hotel uses Mavala 
products and Tylney Hall use Jessica Nails or 
GELeration for manicures and pedicures. 

Why not try out a nail treatment for yourself 
and see what all the fuss is about. To book a 
treatment please contact our hotel spa directly 
or visit the hotel website. 

“  NAIL-ING IT”— 
THE RISE OF THE 
MANI & PEDI

Fancy a pamper session at one of our spa’s? Visit the hotel’s 
website for special spa promotions, to book a treatment or  

even purchase a gift voucher for a loved one.

SIX PODCASTS 
THAT WILL 
CHANGE  
YOUR LIFE

1. THE TIM FERRISS SHOW — Ferriss 
is the author of The 4-hour Work Week, 
a book about radical time-management 
skills. His top-rated podcast covers 
everything from self-motivation to daily 
rituals through to fitness. Along the way 
he interviews leading celebrities like 
Jamie Foxx, Arnold Schwarzenegger and 
Edward Norton to learn about the secrets 
of their success.

2. LONDON REAL — in 2011, 
successful banker Brian Rose walked 
away from his lucrative career to start a 
podcast and video series interviewing 
the world’s most interesting people. 
Since then, he has chatted to some of the 
brightest and most inspiring individuals 
from around the globe to learn what 
makes them tick. Now at over 300 
episodes and counting, his podcast is a 
library of wisdom and inspiration.

3. UNDER THE SKIN WITH  
RUSSELL BRAND — in this fascinating 
series, Russell Brand interviews various 
leading experts in their fields. From 
Brian Cox to Adam Curtis, you will 
learn about cutting-edge concepts from 
philosophy, politics and science. If 
you usually associate the flamboyant 
comedian with over-the-top behaviour, 
this podcast reveals a softer, more 
reflective side to him.

4. HAPPIER WITH GRETCHEN 
RUBIN — as the name suggests, 
bestselling self-help author Gretchin 
Rubin’s podcast is all about how to be 
happier. Her podcast is entertainingly 
diverse and includes lessons from Harry 
Potter and Dolly Parton discussing the 
difference between a wish and a dream.

5. AKIMBO — marketing maven Seth 
Godin’s new podcast looks at various 
aspects of our culture in a totally 
new way. Each episode challenges a 
different idea — be it ‘status’, ‘genius’ or 
‘perfectionism’ — examining it afresh. 
Akimbo is an ancient word meaning to 
‘bend’ and with this podcast, Godin aims 
to bend our minds and show us ways in 
which our culture can be changed for the 
better.

6. THE TONY ROBBINS PODCAST 
— the one and the only. Tony Robbins 
is the undisputed master of peak 
performance coaching and has spent 
forty years figuring out what makes 
high achievers tick. His podcast 
features inspiring interviews with a 
range of leading business innovators, 
entrepreneurs and money masters.

Whether you listen to podcasts 
during your daily commute, 
at your desk or at home while 
cooking, they are the perfect 
way to learn something new. 
Here are six motivating and 
inspiring podcasts that might 
actually change your life:

This summer saw refurbishment of five meeting 
and private dining rooms at Tylney Hall.

Comprising the Old Basing, Sherbourne, 
Rotherwick, Windlesham and Heckfield suites 
each has enjoyed a complete makeover. New 
furnishings and décor provide classical charm 
with up to date technology. The enhanced 
amenities include the latest Barco Clickshare 
connectivity with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 
integration and ultra high definition televisions, 
allowing for first class presentations in historic 
surroundings providing for a seamless event.

The former Chairman’s study has also 
received a face lift and for the first time in 
Tylney Hall’s history is available for hire as a 
private meeting room for up to six persons. 
Located above the entrance porch the 
Boardroom commands stunning views across Heckfield Suite

Rotherwick Suite

Windlesham Suite

Autumn / Winter 2018

CLASSIC CHARM MEETS  
CUTTING-EDGE CONNECTIVITY  
AT TYLNEY HALL

. . .A N D  I T ’S  N O T  A L L  W O R K , W O R K , W O R K

As well as updates to the private event 
spaces, Tylney Hall have also been busy 
with refurbishments elsewhere in the 
hotel. Visitors to the cocktail bar will have 
noticed stylish new carpet and furnishings 
and the hotel were delighted to unveil a 

new State Suite in the spring. Formerly the 
private bedroom of Elite Hotels’ founder, 
Thomas Mugleston, the State Suite boasts 
some of the best views in the house, with 
classic furnishings and luxury throughout.  

the parkland to the golf course beyond.
To view the rooms, or for advice on 

organising your next event at Tylney Hall, 
please contact our experienced team of experts 
on 01256 764881

What is life like as a spa therapist?  
Is it all wind chime music and lavender 
candles or is there much more to it than 
that? We asked four Elite spa therapists 
to share an insider view of their roles…

MEET 
THE SPA 
THERAPIST

Ella, Therapist at Ashdown Park 
‘I just love the atmosphere and family feel 
at Ashdown Park, everything is so relaxed, 
which has helped me to grow in confidence 
as a therapist. My goal every day is to create 
a truly luxurious experience for visitors as 
I want everyone to unwind. I think I have 
done my job well when a client drifts off 
to sleep on the therapy table! Every day is 
different with new people to meet and I just 
love the variety. 

Kerry, Spa Coordinator at Luton 
Hoo Hotel, Golf & Spa 
‘I have been a qualified therapist for ten 
years but now that I coordinate the spa at 
Luton Hoo, I don’t do so many treatments 
anymore. However, my favourite treatment 
is a facial because I am passionate about 
skincare and there is nothing nicer than 
knowing that you helped a guest to 
look more radiant. Our ESPA range is 
wonderful — I love that all of the products 
are natural. I really enjoy coordinating the 
spa from behind-the-scenes as I get to see 
every guest’s journey to relaxation from 
start to finish.

Katrina, Head Therapist at  
The Grand Hotel, Eastbourne
‘Spa & beauty therapy is my passion and I 
have even won a regional gold and national 
silver medal for it. Most people assume 
that being a spa therapist is glamorous and 
relaxing —although that’s true sometimes, 
it also requires a lot of hard work and 
thought. I chose to work at The Grand Hotel 
Eastbourne because I wanted to be at the 
very best place. Now I get to meet different 
people from all over the world and hear 
their stories, which is exciting. People’s lives 
are becoming increasingly fast-paced but as 
a spa therapist, you can make a little bit of 
difference in helping them to unwind.’

Holly, Senior Spa Therapist at 
Tylney Hall Hotel & Gardens
‘When I was growing up, I always knew that 
I wanted a career where I could make people 
feel happier. I have been at Tylney Hall for 
almost five years and have loved it from day 
one. By far our most popular treatments are 
our aromatherapy massages and facials 
— who wouldn’t want to feel like they are 
floating on air? For guests who are feeling 
a little bit stressed, I always recommend 
the Ultimate Garden of Dreams Ritual, 
it’s just amazing. I love how I get to make 
people smile every day, it makes my job 
really rewarding.’
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A FOCUS ON WAR POETRY 
2018 marks 100 years since the end of the first world war. In 
tribute to this occasion we have sourced some of the most 
poignant and affecting works that were written of the time.  

1 WILFRED OWEN 
DULCE ET DECORUM EST 
Published in 1920 

Deemed as one of the great British war poets, 
Wilfred Owen, served as a soldier during WW1 
and compiled some of the most heart breaking 
poems over his short lived career before his 
untimely death at the age of 25, when he was 
killed in action in November 1918. 

With an array of Owen’s works to choose 
from including: Anthem for doomed Youth, 
Disabled and Strange Meeting, it is perhaps 
Owen’s most notable poem that we have 
chosen - Dulce et Decorum Est. 

This poem presents the harsh reality of life 
in the trenches and the famous final few words:  
“The old Lie: Dulce et decorum est /Pro patria 
mori” is now arguably more famous than the 
Latin saying in which it derives.  

   

2      SIEGFRIED SASSOON
AFTERMATH  
Published in 1919 

An inspiration and close personal friend of 
Wilfred Owen was Siegfried Sassoon, another 
celebrated war poet and soldier who served 
in the Royal Welsh Fusiliers. A few of his most 
notable works include: A letter Home, Suicide 
in the trenches, Absolutions and our choice, 
Aftermath.

The poem Aftermath, as the title suggests 
depicts the ending of the war and provokes 
the reader to imagine the consequences of the 
war. His constant repetition of the line “have 
you forgotten yet?” ensures that the reader 
is abruptly and constantly reminded of 
the war and highlights his growing 
disillusionment. 

3 LIEUTENANT COLONEL JOHN 
MCCRAE  IN FLANDERS FIELDS
Published December 1915 

Lieutenant Colonel John McCrae, a soldier 
during WW1, was an accomplished and 
celebrated poet whose works were used as 
motivational poems by the government during 
the war to encourage young men to join in the 
efforts and enlist. His most famous poem, “In 
Flanders Fields” has become synonymous with 
the sacrifice that the fallen soldiers made in 
the First World War. This poem discusses the 
sacrifice and brutality of war and highlights 
the heroic efforts of the soldiers. The use of 
poppy imagery in this poem is also thought to 
have influenced the poppies we wear today on 
Remembrance Day. 

4 PHILIP LARKIN
MCMXIV  
Published in 1964 

This is the only poem that was not written 
during the war that appears on our list. 
Instead Larkin’s Roman numeral (standing 
for 1914) post war poem takes the themes 
of realism and adds a human depth to his 
poetry. By describing the seemingly normal 
surroundings and using the term “husbands” 
to the reader, this reinforces the point that 
these were ordinary men who were heading 
into extraordinary circumstances. By the final 
stanza, Larkin touches on the fact that these 
men will not be returning from war.  

5 RUPERT BROOKE
THE SOLDIER
Published 1914

Brooke, like many of the poets on this list 
had enlisted during the war and was part 
of the Navy in WW1. Although already an 
accomplished author & poet, Brooke released 
acclaimed war poetry such as Peace and The 
Soldier. The later which has made our list, 
has themes of patriotism and sentimentality. 
Again in similar theme to many of the 
authors on this list, Brooke died in 1915 
before the end of the war.
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DON’T FORGET TO FOLLOW THE ELITE GROUP elitehotels elitehotelsUK

Whether you are searching for the perfect 
gift for the festive period, a romantic 
Valentine’s Day experience or a special 
Mother’s Day thank-you, Elite Hotels  
can help.  

Our personalised gifts are created to give 
you the very best experience at any of 
our stunning hotels, from afternoon teas 
enjoyed by the fire in our sumptuous 

lounges to luxurious overnight stays for 
two; an evening of fine dining in one of 
our beautiful restaurants to a pamper day 
with indulgent treatments available for 
men and women followed by a spot of 
relaxation in one of our indoor or  
outdoor pools.

Purchase online at www.elitehotels.co.uk or talk 
to our reception teams about your bespoke gift.

BEYOND COCOA:  
ALTERNATIVE  
IDEAS FOR YOUR 
FAVOURITE  
WINTER WARMER. 
Hot chocolate has become the go-to, staple drink in cooler 
months, but is it not time to try something new? To inspire you, 
here are two delicious alternatives to warm your day. Cheers. 

LONDON FOG
Although it is named after our capital city, 
this unusual concoction actually originated 
in Vancouver, Canada. Challenging the 
very British notion that Earl Grey should 
never be mixed with milk, this blend of 
bergamot tea with a dash of lavender, 
vanilla, steamed milk and optional sugar is 
actually rather lovely. 

TRY IT AT HOME  
• Place an Earl Grey tea bag in a 

measuring cup and add boiling water, 
steep for at least 3 minutes - to brew 
the perfect cup of tea! 

• In a seperate mug, mix together honey, 
vanilla and a dash or two of milk. 

• Heat in the microwave for 30 seconds. 
• Remove the tea bag from the original 

cup and pour into your mug with the 
heated milk. 

• Mix together... and ENJOY!

FLAVOURED MATCHA
A magical emerald powder of specially 
grown and processed green tea leaves, 
matcha has long been lauded for its health 
benefits and energy boosting properties. 
Yet if you aren’t a massive green tea fan, 
never fear, for there is now a growing trend 
for flavoured matcha. Options include 
mint, mocha and vanilla versions, whisked 
up smoothly with milk. 

TRY IT AT HOME
• Mix matcha powder with 1 tablespoon 

of sweetener, which can range from 
syrup to honey or simple sugar, add 
boiling water and stir to a thick paste. 

• Heat the milk until steaming, then 
if you can, froth until foamy with a 
whisk or milk frother. 

• Pour into the matcha for your very 
own, café style latte which can be 
enjoyed hot or cold! 

We hope that these alternative hot drink ideas have tempted you. But of course, you could opt for  
the traditional instead and enjoy a cosy Elite Hotels afternoon tea in front of the fireplace.  
Just a thought…

A huge congratulation to Mrs Geraldine Hamilton, Rachel Hames and Elloise Birch who are 
the winners from our Bluebell acrostic competition featured in the previous issue of Insight. 
We do hope you enjoy your walking tour of Bluebell vineyard!

GIVE THE GIFT OF AN  
ELITE EXPERIENCE


